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In 1956, R. Penrose [4] proved that the least extremal solution of the 
matrix equation AXB = C is a matrix A +CB + (where A + is the 
Moore-Penrose inverse). In so doing, he considered the so-called 
Frobenius matrix norm defined as //A/(z := (Ci, j /u~,,(~)“~. In 1980, Nashed 
and Engl [2] showed that the least extremal solution of the operator equa- 
tion AX = C with respect to a whole class of “Shatter? norms (including 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm) is an operator A +C (similarly also for the equa- 
tion XB = C). The double-sided case, i.e., the equation AXB = C, has not 
been solved yet. 
In this paper, Penrose’s result is generalized to the operators in inlinite- 
dimensional complex spaces for Hilbert-Schmidt norm. At first we show 
that the operator A”B defined by AUB: XH AXB has a generalized 
inverse and it satisfies (AUB)+ Y = A+YB+. To prove generalization of 
Penrose’s result we employ the relation of (AUB)+ to generalized inverses 
A ’ and B + and the fact that we can introduce an inner product on the 
space C2. 
We treat both bounded linear operators with closed range and arbitrary 
closed linear operators. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
To fix the notation, throughout this paper let .%?‘, &?,, &&, . . . be the 
Banach spaces, 2, %,, yt;, . . . be the Hilbert spaces (either all complex or 
all real), L(g,, aA,) be the space of all bounded (and everywhere defined) 
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linear operators, and %?(&9,, %I>) be the space of all densely defined closed 
linear operators from 9#1 to g2. For L(.@, 29) we will write L(B). For a 
linear operator T, we denote by 9(T), M(T), W(T) its domain, nullspace, 
and range, respectively, T 1, I means the restriction of T to a subspace A’, 
and P,, denotes the orthogonal projector onto the closed subspace A. By 
0% i V we denote the algebraic direct sum of two subspaces 42 and Y, by 
%/ = 42 @ V’^ we denote the topological direct sum of two subspaces 42 and 
Y, i.e., w =% i V, and there exists a continuous projector P from ~4~ 
onto 92 such that N(P) = Y. 
Let us first review some basic well-known results from the theory of 
generalized inverses of linear operators as they are presented in [3]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let .%, ?Y be topological vector spaces and T be a 
linear operator from 57 to SY. Let U from ??I to % be a densely defined 
linear operator with closed nullspace that fulfills the equations 
TUT=T on Cd(T), 
UTU=U on 9(U), 
TU=Q on NJ), 
(1.1) 
UT=I-P on WT), 
where Q is a (continuous) projector from 9 onto 9?(T), and I-P is a 
projector from X onto i%(U). Then U is called a topological generalized 
inverse (abbreviated TGI) of T and we write U = T+ = TgQ. 
Remark. For our purposes we can assume that our toplogical spaces 
are Hausdorff. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 9(T) c %. We say T is domain decomposable with 
respect to the projector PEL(%), if N(T) E%?(P), Px E M(T) for all 
x E 9(T), and 9(T) n -N(P) is dense in M(P). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let $7, CY be topological vector spaces, and T be a linear 
operator from 35” to %Y. If T is domain decomposable with respect to the 
(continuous) projector P and if there exists a (continuous) projector Q onto 
B(T) then T has a unique TGI T+ = Tgq (with respect to the choice of P 
and Q ). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let &, HZ be Hilbert spaces and T be a densely defined 
closed linear operator from A$ to ,yi”z. Then T has TGI. Special TGI TC 
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corresponding to the choice of orthogonal projectors P and Q is then 
equivalently characterized as a maximal linear operator X from x2 to 2, 
satisfying equations 
TXT=T on WV, 
XTX=X on %X1, 
(TX)* = TX on WX), 
(1.2) 
(XT)* = XT on 9(T). 
Remark 1.5. Equations (1.2) are often used to a definition of 
generalized inverse in Hilbert spaces. It is denoted by T+ and called 
Moore-Penrose inverse or (orthogonal) generalized inverse. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let Ni, Jv; be normed spaces and f be a (generally 
nonlinear) mapping from Ni to A$. The vector Iz E 9(f) is called a least 
extremal solution or a best approximate solution of the equation f(x) = y, if 
for all x E 9(f) either 
IIf(Yll < /If(x)-Yll, 
or 
Ilf(;)-YII = V(x)-YII and II~II < IIXII. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let T E %‘(ZI, x2) be a densely defined closed linear 
operator, T+ its (orthogonal) generalized inverse. Then for all y E 9(T + ) = 
.42(T) @ ii%?(T)’ the vector 2 = T+y is the least extremal solution of the 
equation TX = y. 
Remark. If we talk about mappings from the vector space to the other 
one, we always think of course of the spaces over the same field of scalars 
(either complex or real). 
2. OPERATOR A,“B IN UNIFORM TOPOLOGY 
Let C&, S!$, &&, 9& be Banach spaces; A E %?(&?3, 9S4), B E (e(&l, ,4?J. 
Let us assume there exist (continuous) projectors P: 9i$ + onto N(A), 
Q: g4 -+ onto 9(A), E: C!3, + onto N(B), and F: G& + onto 9(B), so that 
there exist topological generalized inverses A+ = Ag,Q, B+ = B&. Thus 
we have the topological direct sum decompositions 
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2.1. A, B-Continuous Linear Operators with Closed Ranges 
Throughout this section, let A and B be continuous linear operators with 
closed ranges. Then A + and B+ are everywhere defined bounded linear 
operators with closed ranges. These facts essentially simplify our considera- 
tions. We treat the case of arbitrary closed linear operators in the next 
section. 
Let us now define an operator 
AUB: L(ccZd2, g3) + L(9&, c4$) by A=BX := AXB. (2.1) 
Obviously, Al-B is a linear continuous operator. It is now of interest to see 
if AUB, as an operator between the Banach spaces L(d?*, 9&) and 
L(gw,, g4), has a generalized inverse and, if so, to relate it to A+ and B+. 
LEMMA 2.1. For the nullspace and the range of Ah B we have 
./lr(A’-B)= {XEL(& &): AXB=O}, 
9(A”B) = (Y E L(S9,, &?J : 9?(Y) c 2(A), N(Y) 2 ./V(B)}. 
Proof: Representation of N(A”B) and the fact that 9(ALB)s 
{YE L(G5”, , g4) : 9(Y G W(A), JV( Y) 2 J”(B)} are obvious. Conversely, let 
Y EL(SS,, &J4) be such that W(Y)E&?(A) and ,V’(Y)ZJV(B). Then Y = 
AA+YB+B and since A+YBEL(S?~,S&), we have Y=A”B(A+YB+)E 
9(ALB). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. If 
and 
Y:={YEL(&%$,):A+YB+=O}, 
then 
(2.2) 
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and 
L(%f,, .$) = i@A”B) @ Y. (2.3) 
Proof. The subspaces J(r(AUB), A, 9?f(AUB), and 9’ are obviously 
closed. Let X E JV(A~B) n 4, i.e., AXB = 0 and simultaneously 
a(X)s@(A+), JV(X)ZJV(B+). Let v oW2 be arbitrary. We can write 
v=v,+vz, where vi E Jlr(B + ) and v2 E h?(B), i.e., v2 = Bu for some u E 99,) 
Next Jlr(B+)&h’“(X), so that Xv, =O. Then Xv=Xv, +Xv,=XBu, 
but 8(X) c 9l?(A + ), hence Xv = A + AXBu = 0. Thus X = 0, hence 
Jlr(A”B) n A'= (0). 
Similarly, let Y ~5‘n &T(A’B), i.e., A+YB+ =O and i%(Y)cW(A) and 
M(B) c N(Y), which gives Y =O, hence Y n &?(ALB) = (0). 
Now, any XEL(.&, P&) can be written in the form X = A+AX + 
(I-A+A)X = A+AXBB+ +A+AX(I-BB+)+(I-A+A)X = X,+X,, 
where X, = A+AXBB+, X,=A+AX(I-BB+)+(I-A+A)X. Now 
obviously, S?(X,)G~(A+) and JV(X,) ZJV(B+) so that X, EA. Next 
AX,B = A(A+AX(I - BB+) + (I - A+A)X)B = 0, hence X, E ./lr(AcB). 
Thus (2.2) has been proved. 
Similarly, any Y E L(S!ll, S14) can be written in the form Y = Y 1 + Y,, 
where Y, = AA+YB+B, Y, = AA+Y(I - B’B) + (I - AA+)Y. Then, 
obviously, Y, E 9(AnB), Y, E Y, thus (2.3) has been proved. 1 
Let US denote ‘$: L(9!12, g3) ---f onto Jlr(ACB) and Q: L(gw,, $f4) --f onto 
.?2(ACB) the (continuous) projectors induced by (2.2) and (2.3) respec- 
tively. Then (from the proof of Lemma 2.2) we have 
(5 - ‘$)X = (I - P)XF, QY = QY(1 -E). 
THEOREM 2.3. The operator ALB has the topological generalized inverse 
(AnB)+ = (ACB)& (with respect to the projectors ‘p and Q) and for all 
Y E L(al, ad) we have 
(AUW,:,,Y = A;, aYB;.,, (2.41 
i.e., 
Proof. It is seen from Lemma 2.2 that the operator AUB satisfies 
assumptions of Theorem 1.3, thus it has the TGI. It suffices to prove that 
an operator U: L(.%‘,, ,%,) -+ L(S&, B3) defined as UY := A+YB+ satisfies 
(1.3). The uniqueness of TGI then implies that (AUB)+ = U. 
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Let X E L(G&, g3) and Y E L(.@, 9&) be arbitrary, but fixed. Then we have 
AUB(U(AUBX))=AL;B(U(AXB))=AUB(A+AXBB+)=AA+AXBB+B= 
AXB = AUBX, similarly U(A"B(ZIY))=AfAA+YB+BB+Y=AfYB+= 
(ACB)+Y, next ACB(UY)=AA+YB'B=QY(I-E)=DY, and finally 
U(AUBX) = A+AXBB+ = (I-P)XF = (2-Cp)X, hence (2.4) is proved. 1 
Remark 2.4. It could be seen from Theorem 2.3 that the operations L’ 
and + commute each other in a certain sense. We show in the next section 
that the commutativity holds also for more general operators. 
2.2. A, B-Arbitrary Closed Linear Operators 
Now we shall consider the case when A E V(@, gd) and BE %'(B,, 9&) 
are arbitrary. To reach analogous results as in Section 2.1, we can proceed 
as follows: 
We denote 
the dense subspaces of 9?d and gz, respectively, and 
9(A,B):= {XEL(~&(A)):AXBEL(~(B),$,)}, 
~T(A,B):=(YEL(~(B),~~):A+YB+EL(~,,~J} 
subspaces of the spaces L(aF, .!Z&) and L(g(B), g4), respectively. 
We define now the operator 
A'B:S(A,B)+T(A,B) 
A"BX:=AXB. (2.5) 
Obviously, ACB is a correctly defined linear operator. Now we can 
proceed along the lines of Section 2.1. 
Analogously as in Section 2.1, it is easy to verify that 
and 
LEMMA 2.5. If 
then 
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.4P:=(Y&‘(A,B):A+YB+=O}, 
9(A, B) = J’“(A;;B) @ 4 (2.6) 
and 
Z(A, B)=9(ACB)@9’. (2.7) 
Proof Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 it is easy to show that 
9(A, B) = M(A”B) i JG? (*I 
and 
ZZ(A, B) = 9(ACB) i Y. (**) 
Let v be a projector from 9(A, B) onto M(A”B) induced by (*), and 
Q be a projector from Z?‘(A, B) onto i%(A CB) induced by (** ). Then 
(similarly as in Section 2.1) the projectors !JI and D satisfy 
and 
(Z-p)X=A+AXBB+ =(I-P)I,c,,XF),F 
Thus projectors ‘p and kJ are continuous, hence (2.6) and (2.7) have been 
proved. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. The operator A’B: 9(A, B) + 2’(A, B) defined by (2.5) 
has a topological generalized inverse 
(AhB)+ = (A”B)&.: 5?(A, B) + .9(A, B) 
and for all Y E 3(A, B) we have 
(A”B)&J = A,&YB&, (2.8) 
i.e., 
(AOB)+Y =A+YB+. 
ProoJ It is easy to verify that the operator AUB satisfies assumptions 
of Theorem 1.5, hence it has a TGI. Quite analogously as in proof of 
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Theorem 2.3 we could show that an operator U: 9(A, B) + 9(A, B) 
defined by UY :=A+YB+ satisfies (1.3). Then the uniqueness of TGI 
implies that (ALB)+ = Il. 1 
Remark 2.7. In the case of continuous operators A, B having closed 
ranges we have 90=g4, 9r=BZ, @(A, B)=L(gz, a’,), B(A, B)= 
L(Si?‘,, B4), so that Theorem 2.3 is a corollary of Theorem 2.6. 
Remark 2.8. Let us define (analogously as the operator AL’B) an 
operator 
A+UB+: 9(A+, B+) +fZ(A+, B+) 
A+UB+Y :=A+YB+, 
where 
~(A+,B+):={YEL(~(B),~(A+)):A+YB+EL(~(B+),~~)} 
and 
ZF’(A+, B+) := {XEL(~(B+), 9(A)) : AXBeL(S(B), St,)}. 
Obviously, 9(A+, B+)=ZF’(A, B), 9(A+, B+)=g(A, B), hence we have 
(AbB)+ =A+l;B+. 
Thus the operations L and + commute in the sense mentioned above. 
3. THE LEAST EXTREMAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION AXB=C 
In this section we show how to use results of Section 2 to generalize 
Penrose’s assertion. 
Throughout this section we shall consider the spaces over the complex field. 
First, we review the definition of Hilber-Schmidt norm and some impor- 
tant properties of Hilbert-Schmidt operators as they are presented in [ 11. 
Let TEL(&, X2) be compact. Then the operator JT*T is correctly 
defined and it is compact, selfadjoint, and positive. Let {pi(T)},: I) 
p, 3p22 ..., be the sequence of eigenvalues of m, where each eigen- 
value is repeated according to its multiplicity (if the sequence is finite, we 
complete it by zeroes). Now, we can define for 0 < p < co the functional ) . Ip 
by 
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We denote by C,(xr , x2) the class of all compact operators T E L(%r , 2;) 
for which (TJ,< co. In [l] it is proved that for 1 6p< co, C&J&, Z;) is 
a complete normed space with norm 1. ID. 
1.1 z is called Hilbert-Schmidt norm and operators from the class C2 are 
called Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
If T E C, and A, B are such bounded linear operators that operators AT 
and TB are defined, then AT and TB are also from the class C, and we 
have IATI,< (IAl\ .ITI, and JTB1,6 llBll .JT(,. If A, BE&(&, x2), then 
B*EC,(#~, x1) and B*AeCr(%,, 8). 
For each T E C,(%, J?‘) we can define the functional tr(T) := Cy: r n,(T), 
where ni(T) are eigenvalues of T. In [l] it is proved that tr is a continuous 
linear functional on C,(%, 2”). 
By means of the foregoing considerations, it is easy to show that we can 
introduce the inner product on C,(ix;, ~6~) by the formula 
(A, B) := tr(B*A). (3.1) 
In particular, (A, A) = tr(A*A) = Cp’=, %;(A*A) = C,“= r (pi(A))* = IA\;, 
where pi(A) are eigenvalues of fl. Hence Hilbert-Schmidt norm I . ( 2 is 
induced by the inner product (3.1) so that C,(&, x2) is a Hilbert space. 
We shall study the operator equation 
AXB = C, (3.2) 
where A E %?(x3, x4), B E V(& , x2) are closed linear operators. We denote 
by A+ =A& E We, -yt;), B+ = B& E U(&$, Z,) generalized inverses of 
A and B, with respect o orthogonal projectors P, Q and E, F, respectively, 
where P = P,+.(,,), Q = Pm, E = P,,.(,,, and F = Pm. Next we denote 
gF :=9f(B)@&f(B)1 and go :=i%(A@92(A)‘. 
3.1. A, B-Continuous Linear Operators with Closed Ranges 
At first we deal with the case when A E L(2,, x4), B E L(%;, x2) are 
bounded linear operators with closed ranges. In order to find the least 
extremal solution of (3.2) with respect to Hilbert-Schmidt norm, we 
consider X and C to be Hilbert-Schmidt operators, i.e., X E C2(sz, &$) and 
c E CA& > =%I. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E L(&$, #4), B E L(Zl, &*) be operators with 
closed ranges, C E C,(Z,, %4), and X is allowed to vary in C2(Z2, &). Then 
the least extremal solution (with respect to Hilbert-Schmidt norm) of 
Eq. (3.2) is the operator 2 = A ‘CB+. 
Proof: In the same way as in Section 2.1 we can show that the operator 
ALB: C2(Z2, xx)-+ C,(&, x4) defined by ACBX :=AXB has the TGI 
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(AUB)+ = (AUB),;,, (with respect to the projectors ‘p and 8, where 
(Z-‘$)X=(1-P)XF, aY=QY(I-E)) and it fulfills (A’B)+Y= 
A+YB+ for all YE C,(&, x44). 
Now we prove that ‘?$3 is the orthogonal projector from C,(Ye,, Zj) onto 
N(A”B), equivalently that 9(q) 1 JV”(‘@). We know 
9(!@)=N(2-‘$3)= {XEC~(~~, x3) : (I-P)XF=O}, 
c/Y-($i)=%‘(2-‘@)= {XEC~(& x33): (I-P)XF=X}. 
Now, let X E%?(V), ZEN(V) be arbitrary, but fixed. Then (X, Z) = 
(X, (I-P)ZF)=tr(((I-P)ZF)*X)=tr(FZ*(I-P)X). Next let u be the 
eigenvector and 3. the corresponding eigenvalue of the operator 
FZ*(I-P)X. Since F2= F, we have F(h) =lu, hence either I =0 or 
Fu=u so that FZ*(I-P)Xu=FZ*(I-P)XFu=FZ*Ou=O, thus j”=O 
again. Hence (X, Z) = 0 and ‘$3 is the orthogonal projector. 
Quite analogously we can show that 9(Q) I -V(Q), hence Q is the 
orthogonal projector, too. 
Thus (AL’B)+ is the orthogonal generalized inverse of A-‘B and from 
Theorem 1.7 we have that the least extremal solution of the equation 
ACBX = C is X = (AOB)+C, which was to be proved. 1 
Remark 3.2. Let $, *x2, x3, x4 be finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. 
Then we can identify the operators A, B, C, and X with matrix representing 
them. It is easy to verify that Hilbert-Schmidt norm in finite dimension 
coincides with Frobenius matrix norm 11. )12. Hence Penrose’s result is a 
special case of Theorem 3.1. 
3.2. A, B-Arbitrary Closed Linear Operators 
At first we introduce an analogy of the functional 1. lp and of inner 
product on %$. Let T, S be densely defined linear operators from Lx; to 3u;. 
(If T is bounded, we denote by T its unique extension to an everywhere 
defined bounded linear operator.) We define a functional 1). lip in the 
following way: if T is bounded and T‘E C,, then llT[l, := jT(,,, otherwise - - 
/IT11 p := co. Let T, S be such that T, SE C,(&, ;X;). We define the func- 
tional { ., .} by 
{T, S} := (T, S). (3.3) 
Clearly, (T, T} = IlTll:. S’ mce the functional I/ . )I p fulfills the norm axioms 
on the special classes of operators, we will call it “p-norm.” 
In this section we shall assume that A E %7(x3, x4), BE %(2x;, z2) are 
arbitrary closed linear operators. 
Since the operator AXB is not defined on all q, by solution of (3.2) we 
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will mean such an operator X that AXBx = Cx holds for all x E 9(B). Thus 
we can deal with the equivalent equation 
AXB = e, (3.2)’ 
where C=C19,(B). For reasons of uniqueness and correct definition of the 
operator AXB we consider only such X for which g(X)=g(B+)= 
9(B) 0 i%(B)’ and 9(X) E 9(A), respectively. 
If we want to generalize results of the foregoing section, we have to alter 
the set over which he minimization takes place and to make accurate what 
the operator C can be. Thus we assume that the operator C is an element 
of the set 
i’i?*(A,B):= (YEL(~(B)&): I(Y((,<m, ((A+YB+I(,<w:}, 
and X is allowed to vary in 
%2(-k B) := {XW%> WA)): IlXllz< ~0, /lAWI,< a$. 
These requirements are quite natural, and they guarantee that the 
operators AXB and A +CB+ ( = A+CB+ ) are densely defined and that 
“2-norm” of the operators A ‘CB’ and AXB - C is finite. Clearly, if 
XEL(~~, 9(A)) such that /IX/I,< a3 and I(AXBJI,= co, then I(AXB-Cl], 
= 00, too, hence X is not the extremal solution of (3.2). In fact we look for 
the extremal solution on the set of X EL(~~, 9(A)) such that /IXII, < cc, 
but for simplicity we exclude from our considerations such X, for which 
\IAXBII, = co. 
Obviously, &(A, B) and !&(A, B) are linear subspaces of the spaces 
U9(B), SJ and L(%, WA)), respectively, with the inner product { ., .} 
defined by (3.3). 
Analogously as in Section 2.2 it could be shown that the operator 
AOB: g2(A, B) -+ 5!T2(A, B) defined by AUBX := AXB has the topological 
generalized inverse (AOB)’ = (A”B) f,D (with respect to the projectors ‘$ 
and Q, where (2-‘P)X=(I-P)I~~A)XFIOF, CIY=Ql,QY(I-E)l,,,,) 
and for all YE f&(A, B) we have (AOB)+Y = A+YB+. 
Let us show that Sp, Q are orthogonal projectors (with respect to the 
inner product { ., .} on $(A, B) and f&(A, B), respectively). To prove it, 
let XE~?(@), ZEN(P) are arbitrary, but fixed. Then (X, Z} = (X, Z). 
But (I - P)XF= 0 and (I-P) ZF = 2, and from the proof of Theorem 3.4 
we obtain that {X, Z} = 0, henc ‘p is the orthogonal projector. Similarly it 
should be proved that D is the orthogonal projector, too. From 
Theorem 1.7 (the completeness of the spaces is not essential in its proof; 
moreover, we can of course complete the spaces g2(A, B) and T2(A, B)), 
we immediately have: 
409!148&18 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let AE %‘(Z3, yinq), BE %‘($, x1) he closed linear 
operators, C E C,(yiq, yi”Y) be such that c E !&(A, B), and X varies in the set 
&(A, B). Then the least extremal solution (with respect to “2-norm” j(. I[*) of 
the equation 
AXB=C 
~Z=A+CB+. 
Remark 3.4. Clearly, if A and B are bounded linear operators with 
closed ranges, we have ZiYz(A, B) = C,(&, c%d) and iSz(A, B) = C,(&., Z3), 
thus Theorem 3.2 is the special case of Theorem 3.3. 
Remark 3.5. For simple formulation we now denote the obvious 
induced operator norm 1) /I by 11. I(~. Then it is easy to show: 
Let AEW(~X,Z~), BE %(yX;, Yx;) be closed linear operators, 
C E L(g) x4) be a bounded linear operator, and let there exist some p, 
1 <p < co, such that the equation 
AXB=C (3.2) 
has a solution X,, for which jIX,J/, < cc. Then the operator 
%:=A+CB+ 
is the solution of (3.2) with minimal “norm” 1). lip. 
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